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GETTING STARTED!



DRIVE SYSTEM AND CARRIAGE



FOUNDATION



THE PROPER FOUNDATION IS CRITICAL 
FOR A GOOD START.

Some problems from the start:
• The floor elevation was 1’ low.
• The donated HDPE pipe wall thickness resulted in a 

diminished I.D. dimension.



EARLY DRIVE SYSTEM FAILURE

The drive system was an extended version of a very 
reliable and simple double chain and sprocket drive 
that power a cog driven carriage. It was evident very 
quickly that this system, although very effective on 
shorter applications, was not the right design for this 
particular screen.



CHAIN DRIVE



PROBLEMS 

Drive system too long for the 
standard chain drive.

The paddle wheel was set too deep. Water didn’t exit the box 
fast enough. This caused resistance on the back side of the 
paddles (Pictured is the 3rd alteration to the original wheel)



THREE ATTEMPTS WERE MADE TO GET 
THE PADDLE WHEEL TO GAIN POWER

Wheel #1 Wheel #2



OTHER ISSUES THAT WERE ARISING 

The slides for the carriage were 
creating too much drag. The wheels used to replace the slides 

were eating bearings almost monthly!



RE-INVENTING THE PADDLE WHEEL 

• A newly designed 
wheel was 
fabricated. With  
heavier materials 
and newly 
designed paddles. 
New mounts were 
made to raise the 
wheel higher out of 
the exit flows.



HERE WE GO AGAIN!

The paddle wheel worked much better, but the rest of 
the drive components were showing weaknesses. 

After a lot of debate and brain storming, it was 
decided that we would use a hydraulic drive system. 
This system was designed by an engineering firm that 

specializes in high tech hydraulic applications. 



MAJOR DRIVE SYSTEM OVERHAUL

Including:
• 40:12 sprocket ratio
• 60:1 gearbox 
• 350# directional valve (Wan-flu)
• Fluid tank 
• Cylinder 



The system seemed good, but 
created too much resistance to 
get the speed needed to run 
the pump. It also fell short of  
building pressure for the 
directional valve operation, 
causing the cylinder to stick 
randomly on the return stroke. 
The system required so much 
torque that the paddle wheel 
would not turn unless everything 
was set to maximum flow. A 
ramp was added to force water 
up and onto the paddles. Even 
after this improvement it barely 
created enough power to turn. 



COULD WE GET ENOUGH TORQUE TO 
RUN THIS EXTREMELY HIGH GEARED 

SYSTEM?

This screen was 
becoming a 
headache!



GIVE US A CHANCE, WE CAN MAKE 
THIS THING TURN!

Since the changes we were recommending were 
substantial, we were given one season to make alterations. 
As long as they were temporary and could be removed if 
trouble arose.

We would need to sell our ideas! 
• Build a lift on the floor to the original specs.
• Create a smooth flow channel to reduce back eddies 

and promote smooth consistent flow. 
• Install options to close off all flow except through the 

paddle wheel channel. 
• Raise paddle wheel to allow for power from water ramp 

with very minimal outflow resistance.
• Modify the transition to the out flow pipe to allow water 

to clear the paddle wheel vault efficiently.



IT WORKED - KIND OF

We created plenty of torque, even with a make shift 
plywood mock up of the future concrete.
The problem was, the existing drive system parts were 
starting to show signs of excessive wear. The thought 
was, we would just enhance the drive system and be 
in business.



MAKE IT SO!

After a pretty 
successful season (at 
least compared to 
the prior ones.) The 
alterations were 
made permanent 
and the drive system 
was upgraded.



CREATING SMOOTH TRANSITIONS 

Outflow pipe Channel to entrance ramp



POURED THE LIFT IN THE FLOOR AND 
ADDED ISOLATION GATE TO PADDLE 

WHEEL BY-PASS 



MORE UPGRADES TO IMPROVE FLOW



TOO MUCH LOAD CAN EXPOSE 
WEAKNESSES



ONE SUCCESS LEADS TO FAILURE

The improvements to the wheel and the amount of 
torque were amazing! 
The force was so great that the paddle wheel actually 
was breaking paddles off past the last support. The 1 
3/8” jack shaft twisted in two. Chains and sprockets 
were worn beyond use in the first season. There was 
just too much resistance in the current drive system. 
We would be back to the drawing board again. 



TOO MUCH AGAIN!

The season started out well, but it was soon obvious 
that we had created a wheel with amazing torque, in 
fact maybe too much torque for the amount of 
resistance in this highly geared up system.
The whole system was imploding. 
• It had too much gear reduction!
• Too much torque for strength of materials and 

resistance.
• Needed too much pressure to switch directions.
• Too expensive for parts.



ONE LAST CHANCE TO MAKE IT WORK.

We had one last idea to try. We were on the verge of a 
total replacement screen!
Could we operate the cylinder with a simple gear 
pump ran directly off the jack shaft?
The Dee Irrigation screen was similar and very 
dependable. 
The big question was; could we adapt this system to 
work with those proven parts, even though there were 
some major component differences?



MAJOR DIFFERENCES



MAJOR DRIVE SYSTEM DIFFERENCES

Dee Irrigation CEDC



MORE COMPONENT COMPARISONS

Dee Irrigation CEDC



OUR IDEAS WERE MET WITH 
SKEPTICISM 

• When we presented 
our idea to several 
professional hydraulic 
shops,  the concept 
was met with much 
skepticism. In fact we 
were told “don’t 
waste your time.”

• Thank goodness we 
were stubborn and 
stuck to our guns! 



SIMPLE PARTS LIST

Purchased the lowest directional 
switch available (75#)

Added a Eaton gear pump 
and hose adapters.



A SIMPLE SYSTEM
THAT WORKED!



AFTER ONE TRIAL SEASON, WE 
UPGRADED 

A COUPLE MORE COMPONENTS 
One final upgrade to the 

paddle wheel.
Added tapered bearing wheels to 

replace the straight roller style.



EVERY WORK OF ART
NEEDS A MODEL OR TWO!



SUCCESS!

The screen worked 
flawlessly with very 
minimal torque 
required to operate a 
very clean simple 
system



RELIABLE AND SIMPLE!



SOME THINGS THAT DIDN’T WORK OUT 
AND WERE REPLACED ALONG THE 

WAY!

• Slides on the carriage in place of wheels.
• A chain drive carriage with too long of stroke.
• Paddle wheel set too deep 
• Not enough fall as water moves through the paddle 

wheel channel 
• Too many sharp wall edges creating back eddies
• Too much depth below outflow pipe
• A system that needed way too much torque to 

create the speed and power to operate it.
• Wheels without tapered bearings in applications 

with side loads.



ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THINGS THAT 
STARTED OUT GOOD BUT DIDN’T 

WORK OUT



IN CONCLUSION

Although this screen was a 
real challenge. We learned 
a ton through the trial and 
error process. 
We either made 
improvements, or located 
better pre-manufactured 
components that will be 
very useful on many future 
projects. CEDC is now one 
of our most trouble free 
sites.
I’ll see you out at the site 
during the tour for any 
questions and answers.
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